Always plan before coaching
There's no point doing a session if it isn't part of a coherent programme designed to get the best from your resources
ity and motor co-ordination to learn
the skills? Have they the mental capacity to learn at the required level?
Have they the proper attitude to
learning? Are all coaches involved
able to impart the skills to players?
Methods of coaching. Are they of
the modern games' approach? Do the
coaching methods to be used make it
easier for players to learn the principles of skill and play, are they an effective way to learn tactics, are they an
effective method ofIearning independence, leadership and responsibility.
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ANAGERSand coaches in
clubs and counties are
getting ready to start a
new season in Gaelic football. They will have faced what soccer and rugby equivalents had to
face earlier in 2012.
What was and is to be faced annually? Planning for the new season
ahead, of course.
Most use what is termed instructional planning based on sound critical thinking and excellent time management principles. A plan is essential but too often not laid out. Instructional planning has six basic
steps:
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Step 1
Identify the skills your players
need to carry out your overall plan.
These skills include physical, technical, tactical, game sense, mental attitude and character development.

Step 2
Know your players. How old are
they physically, mentally, maturitywise and social-maturity wise?
What is their actual playing experience? How weli do players really
know each other. How well do they
work/play with each other? How

Step 6

MAN WITH THE PLAN ... Coaches should assess their playing resources at the start of the year and design the training programme for
the season accordingly
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well do they accept responsibility,
individually and collectively? Do
they prefer traditional or modern
methods? What are their skill levels
on a scale of one to ten, especially in
the essential skills of the game?
How well do you know your players as a person, individually and collectively?

Step 3
Analyse your situation. How many
sessions do you intend having? How

many competitive games are to be
played? How long will the season
last? Are there any special events to
be taken into account, such as weddings or holidays?
. What are your squad numbers
likely to be? Are they sufficient, too
many or too little for your needs?
What funding is needed and available to cover the season's needs?
Who are your back room staff? Who
will pick them? How many do you
need?

Step 4
Establishing priorities. In terms of
technique, tactics, game sense and
physical and mental abilities, what
must you coach in the time available
to achieve worthwhile outcomes?
What should be covered with good
time management? What could be
coached if time permits?

StepS
Players readiness to learn skills ..
Have they physical strength, flexibil-

Plan and record every' session.
Date, time and length of session?
Objective of session? 'Pitch layout
and equipment·needed? The entire
make-up ef the session? This should
be posted on the dressing room wall
pre-session using a template drawn
up by the head coach. Post session
evaluation?
This plan should be agreed on by
the coaches who draw it up plus the
club committee, the back room staff
and players to be involved. Everyone
should have a clear idea of their role
and carry it out smartly.
Failure to have this plan means
that at any time in the season, it will
be difficult to answer the following
question. Is our coaching having the
desired effect? Followed by, why or
why not?
Like any effective assembly plan
there's always restrictions to fall
back on. Make sure you carry out an
instructional plan for your team.
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